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!Midget Drivers To
Race Here Friday

CROWDS DAY-NIGH1
New attendance records are being
set at the Ken-Tenn Exposition
this year, despite overcast skies
early in the week. The second annual event under the auspices of
the Young Men's Business Club got
off to a good start Monday, with
West's World Wonder Shows providing the best midway ever assembled at the local fair grounds.
Lewis Bros. Circus gave two performances daily on Monday and
Tuesday, and proved an interesting
by
entertainment feature liked
both the young and old folks.
Ts'. hand festival was held Wednesday with several bands competing Jur the awards. The Fulton
High School Band did not compete, but acted as host band for
the day. Thursday and Thursday
night, the Duke of Paducah and his
Plantation Party gave several performances which pleased enthusiastic crowds.
Today (Friday) the Midget Auto
Races will be run, featuring many
dare devil drivers who will provide thrills, speed and gripping excitement in five big events. Bob
McKnight and His Ranch Boys will
be lure all day Saturday and Saturday night. And the final day will
see those exciting speedv,..ay races
for a thrilling climax to a solid week
of fun, frloic and entertainment.
Good poultry and dairy exhibits
Kave been entered, as well as several
good community booths. Premiums
have been asvarded to the winners
in the various departments.

•

•

The Midget Auto Races will be
held at the Ken-Tenn Exposition at
the fairgrounds here on Friday afternoon, September 12, the only
race of its kind in this section during the season. Don't miss the
thrill of seeing 15 open competition
racers. The Ken-Tenn Exposition
is the only fair or exposition in
the south to have an open competition race.
These races will be started by J.
Frank Liston, who is one of the
leading starters in the oustry. He
has started races at Indianapolis,
Gilmore Stadium at Los Angeles
and Riverview in Chicago
Officials of the American Speedways are on the grounds here now.
They are H. G. Clark, president and
general manager, and T. J. Slattery,
official from Chicago.
The leading Midget drivers are:
Virgil Ford of East St. Louis
driving No. 16, a VVindfield

Harry Meyers of Springfield, Ill.,
driving car No. 7.
Chuck Marshall of Springfield.
driving No. 39 for Joe Shaheen in
the car driven by Joe Shaheen.
blindfolded. last year.
Bill Marshky of Champaign, Ill..
driving No. 6.
Roy Vaughn of Taylorville, Ill.,
Studebaker Special.
James Hays. St. Louis, Mo.
Jack Qimmerrnan. Mount Periaskie,
Pete Romervick. champion Midget driver from Chicago.
Elmer Wilson, Toledo, Ohio, driving Whippet Special.
Pat Patterson. Memphis. Tenn.. is
one of the many starters who will
be here to run with the champion
Safely Meeting Held
Midget drivers.
Here Thursday Make your plans to see this thrilling race Friday afternoon at the
A combination safety. fuel and Fulton fairgrounds.
steam heat meeting was conducted
Thursday morning by Trainmaster
H. K. Buck and K. E. Day:son. The Fulton Bulldogs Play
meeting was held in a coach at the
First Game Friday
Fulton passenger station and was
attended by a large number of emThe Fulton High School Bulldogs
ployes..
will play their first football game
..
safet.
quarterly
regular
The
on Friday night of this week against
meeting was combined with a meetthe Martin High team. The game
urged
were
employes
ing in which
will be played on the college footcamfuel
the
during
to save fuel
ball field in Martin and will begin
the
on
instructed
paign and were
at 7:45 o'cock. This game was
proper method of handling steam
scheduled to be played in Fulton,
the
during
heat appliances on trains
was
the first home game. but
coming winter.
changed to the htartin field because of Ken-Tenn Exposition being sponsored by the Young Men's
OWL DRUG STORE
FE ATURES SPECIALS Business Club at the local fairgrounds.
Prospects for a victory over MarAs has been a common practice
Coach Giles' team
at the Cul Drug Company in re- tin are good as
point in last
cent months. Special Values are be- was defeated by only 1
same team.
ing featured this week end. An year's game with the
Approximate lineup in the openadvertisement in this is.sue of The
follows
News sets out full details about this ing game is as
Ends—Spence and Nelms.
bargain event. and will be found
Tackles—Tosh and Hartman Or
on the back page.
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Minister Steps From
JACK RAWLS DIES
lawn" 3tritiuLS
Pulpit To Cockpit
Cadet
As Aviation
Of BULLET WOUNDS
START MONDAY
SPENT ON LAKE

950 AAA

NW

V"

ovicA"

IV Dt

Approximately 400 people were
at Reelfoot Lake oq Wednesday to
celebrate the signing of the cooperative agreement between Tennsesee
and the Federal Government to improve, preserve and reclaim this
famed hunting and fishing spot of
West Tennessee. The formal presentation of the agreement was
to
made by Governor Cooper
Charles C. Jackson, acting director
of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service.
For Reelfoot Lake and the surrounding territory it was a monentous occasion which in future year.
is intended to keep the lake the
sportsmen's paradise it is today.
Mr. Jackson said the field force
of the Fish and Wildlife Service will
move immediately to Relfoot to begin the rehabilitation program. The
controlling of the water level, one
of the major problems, along with
the improvement of the spillway and
the construction of a fish ladder.
probably will be the first steps taken. Silt basins ash! be constructed
and erosion work started as soon as
possible.
Although the Federal Government will take over 6000 acres of
the lake, the state will continue to
regulate hunting and fishing on the
entire lake. There is a possibility.
that hunting in the Government's
area will be restricted next year.
A CCC camp is expected to be established in the area by next
spring.
An estimated $500.000 will be
spent on conservation work there
within the next few years.

Temporarily forsakina, the pulpit
The Fulton city schools began for a chance to win "wings" in the
their 1941-1942 school year on Mon- Arrny Air Force, the Rev. James
day with 656 students registering in W Fuller, Fulton, Ky., Baptist minister, has started pre-flight trainthe four schools. Registration waii
slightly under that of opening day ing at the Initial Training center,
last year when 735 registered. 180 Maxwell Field, Ala., it was anare lasted in Fulton high school, 322 nounced today at Fifth Corps Area
in Carr Institute, 86 at Terry Nor- Headquarters, Fort Hayes, Columman, and 68 at Milton colored bus, O.
With others of the October Army
school. Aporoximately 20 colored
studer'3 are attending the com- Aviation Cadet class, the "flying"
munity colored high school in Hick- minister is taking the month's preflight training designed to equip
rnan.
Last year 204 were registered in cadets with fundamental military
Fultra :Ls's., 325 in Carr Institute, and scholastic schonling before they
96 ir, Terry Norman and 120 in go to primary pilot schools. The
course was recently inaugurated by
Milton school.
Teachers for Fulton High are— Army Air Force officials to give
W. L. Holland, principal and mathe- Aviation Cadets more flying nine at
matics: Mrs. Ethel Butterworth, air schools by instructing them in
commercial. Hershel Giles, English ground school subjects before they
and Algsbra: L'el Killebrew, man- start the 30-week intensive pilo.
ual arts: Mary Martin, social science: training.
Mr. Fuller was graduated from
Mary flys-der. English: Mrs. Walter
Voelpel, Latin and French; Mrs. Union University, Jackson, Tenn..
Trevor Whayne. science; Mrs. Hugh where he was president of the
Before taking his
Pigue, librarian; Augusta Ray. home senior class.
, pastorate in Fulton he was minister
economies.
Junior High—Yewell Harrison, of the First Baptist Church in Corprincipal and general science; Eliza- bin. Ky. He enlisted for cadet
beth Butt. English and health; E. training at Fort Thomas. Ky., on
P. Garrett. Junior high mathemat-'Sept. 3.
Thompson, social
cs; Pauline
Army Aviation Cadet scholarare
science.
ships, worth $25.000 each,
Carr Institute—Yewell Harrisoe awarded monthly to single men, at
principal; Fannie Lee Nix. first least 20 years old and not yet 27,
grade: Carolyn Beadles. first and who are phySically and educationecond: Laverne Burnett, second; ally qualified. Any Army recruitMrs. Elizabeth Payne, third; Fern ing station y.ill furnish scholarship
Snow. third and fourth; Katherine application forms.
Williamson. fourth and fifth; Les
Ella Lowe. fifth.
Terry Norman—Jessie Lee Flem- Louisville Man Speaks
ing. principal. fifth and sixth; Mrs.
To Rotary Club
Elizabeth Burrow. first and second;
Ruby Boyd Alexander. third and
An analysis of propaganda curfourth
rently being distributed by commercial transport trucking interests
was presented to the Fulton Rotary
FULTON CIRCUIT
Club on Tuesday, Sept. 9. by
Gardner C. Hudson. of Louisville.
E. B. RUCKER. Pastor
Kentucky
Fourth Quarterly conference for Executive Secretary of the
The guest
the charge is set for October 9. at Railroad Association.
by K. E.
Pleasant Hill. This notice is given speaker was introduced
NOW so all the churches may have Dawson. I. C. trainmaster.

-Jack Rawls was fatally wounded
here Wednesday about six o'clock,
from bullets from a 32 pistol fired
by Buren Spence. The shooting
took place at the family home,
wtiere both Rawls and Spence lived.
Immediately after the trouble, Mr.
Spence surrendered at the South
Fulton police station. He was taken to the county seat at Union City
to await preliminary hearing and
trial.
Spence and Rawls had been engaged in buying sweet potatoes here
for the past few years, and had been
good friends fur a number of years,
with the former residing in the
Rawls home. It is not known what
caused the trouble. but it is alleged
that Haals had been drinking
heavily
FIVP shots were firsd. four penetrating the chest of Rae.
...
inging
death almost instantly. He was
taken to the Fulton hospital. but
succumbed before reaching ti.ere.

Citizens AsIced To
Help In Survey

The editor of The News is in receipt of a letter from Claude Winslow. Mayfield, chairman of the committee from eight counties in the.
Purchase which are working as a
unit to try to get some defense projects for the area, in which he asks
the newspapers to aid in a housing
survey'. The committee hopes by
this means to get a true picture of
the housing conditions of the respective counties.
The object of shis urvey is to determine the total amount of living
Potato Jubilee To Be
quarters fur rent in this county.
This applies not only to houses,
In Paris Sept. 17-19
rooms. apartments that are now beThe Fourth Annual Nancy Hall
ing rented. but any one y.-ho is willJubilee. named in honor of th
ing to list rentable property for
sweet potato which Vourishes in
workers in case a defense project
Everyone
Henry and adjoining counties, will
should be obtained.
be held in Pans. Tenn.. next week.
should respond to this survey fcr
September 17. 18, 19. The affair
it is an important factor wher. a
is sponsored by the Young Business
site is chosen for such a plant. Clip
Men's Club of Paris.
out the following questionnaire
time to wind up their finances. One
Mr. Hudson questioned the stateThe Jubilee will open officially church has met its obligations as
mail, send or bring to The News ofthat
propagandists
truck
of
ment
on Wednesday night and close Fri- to salaries and Benevolences in full
fice.
than railtaxes
more
pay
trucks
day night with a well planned sche- already. This is because it has a
Housing Questionnaire
roads. asserting that 200,000 interdule of events. Included on the sound system for raising them. the
Ttie object of this survey is to detrucks take full
transport
city
program will be a street dance. monthly envelope. It will solve the
total amount of Livcredit for all payments made by ,determine the
products show. livestock show. band problem of any and all the churches
rent in this counmore than 4.000.000 trucks of all ing quarters for
concert. model airplane contest. if followed up.
in no way should be contypes. most of which are supple- ty. This
football game between Paris and
Let me insist that the Missionary mentary to. rather than competitive aidered as a listing for use in showBruceton. pet parade. children's
ing houses to prospective renters.)
Committees get busy and raise with. railroads.
be
will
spectacle
parade. Greatest
the remainder of your Benevolences "When a railroad pays its taxes .Acidress of house or rooms for
Friday
Parade
the Grand Floats
in the next ten days. All work to- it gets exactly as-hat every other rent
afternoon.
and set your time and com- citizen gets,- Mr. Hudson stated: Number of rooms .
gether
A colorful beauty revue will be
.
task. Will you? Please. "but when a truck company pays Type of dwelling .
the
plete
held Friday evening to select Queen
revival will begin at Rice what it calls 'taxes' it gets every- iframe, brick. apartment, duplex)
The
Nancy V to reign over the 1942
City Sunday night. September 21. thing the railroads get. and without Price per month
Jubilee. Queen Nar.cy V will be
We trust the church will awake and another cent it also gets the use of Kind of heat .
crowned during the Coronation Ball
(hot air. steam. stove, etc.)
the services.
attend
the state's highways and of city
by Gov. Prentice Cooper. Th,•
Water!'
lectricity
Rate--...
Hickin
taxes
the
is
Railraad
o'clock
streets."
11
at
Sunday
Next
dance will begin at 10 pm. and will
.....
Toilet .
in
County
Fulton
Wesley.
and
at
service
Fulton
man.
preaching
ILTICoCk.
feature the music of Ray Herbeck regular
(inside or out)
We shall be looking for all the 1940 amounted to over S16.750: of
Guards- Willey and Steele.
orchestra.
his
and
Garage'
LIVE STOCK MARKET
membership and our friends also. which nearly one-half was paid for
Center—hIcKenrie.
Remarks . .
support of public schools: while
or
Come let us worship together.
— !McClellan
Quarterback
CATTLE: Receipts liberal; mar- Moore.
The Sunday school year will close comparable truck taxes in the same
NEB'S
C.
I.
•
cents
with last Sunday in September. period amounted to only $63.71.
ket fairly active, steady to 25
Halfbacks—Sharpe and Whitesell.
..
Mr. Hudson cited illustrations of Owner
low* r on steers and heifers, decline
C. T. Hansen. district sales man- The Methodist church has NOW its
grades.
railroads. Address
on common and medium
ager. Standard Stoker Company. new literature. You must even the indispensability of
saidiTel. No.
S7.75Most common and medium
Chicago. was in Fulton Wednesday. have a new order-blank to order "It has been estimated." he
good
HAWS CLINIC
now
business
see
will
the
pastor
handle
The
to
literature.
was
"that
10.25, several loads and lots
your
trainmaster.
Dawson.
K. E.
$10.75-11.75.
ToN
steers
and choice
the Superintendents and help you carried thnitigh the city of Fulton
MEN ATTEND
in Memphis Wednesday.
better.
is
Butler
Ferd
lbs.
day
weights mostly under 1100
GANIE, WIN CAR
Chris Damiano. fuel engineer decide on what pieces you will ord- by a single railroad in a single
Hickman
of
Hammack
Brewster
Ccunmen and medium cows S6.75er. The old literature of each of would require a daily procession of
Memphis Wednesday.
in
was
dismissed.
canners has been
7.50, odd head good S8 25:
F.arl Taylor. John Earle. Bob
H. K. Buck. trammsater. was • the three churches has been con- 11.000 big trucks."
Ocie Moss of McConnell is imand
He called particular attention to Binford and Billy Atkins attended
densed inns one. Fes the olcl is disand cutters $5.00-650, common
Tuesday.
Jackson
priN ing.
good
few
re$7.25-825.
blank
some
old
them
giving
on
bulls
order
To
for
need
rriedium
the
the ball game between the Fulton
G. C. Christy. general superin- continued.
Joe Hickman is doing nicely.
and
-into $1t 50 and above. Sotckers
nf equipment. Chicago. was or order old literature will only de- lief from constant politically
Tigers and the Jackson Generals
Mrs. Herschel Jones has been dis- tendent
medium
and
inand
common
revenue
in
steady.
feeders
duced reductions
lay your order.
Monday night in Jackson. Outside
in Fulton Tuesday night.
lots
missed.
good
00.
would
S7.50-10
they
so
feeder steers
creases in expense.
the gate chances were being sold
C. H. Crews, supervisor cif bridges
Faulkner. who was adJoe
Mrs.
stock
good
to
enable
Common
to
power
to $10.75.
and admis.sinn
Water Valley. was in •FULTON HOSPITAL have the earning
on a Plymouth car included.
mr.
mitted for treatment, has been dis- and buildings.
Inc game was
them to continue adequately to
calves S850-11.50. few lots rood to
Fulton Wednesday.
missed.
public.
the
executive
fine.
serve
bought
doing
Hudson.
each
is
Atkins
Mr.
Brown
and
C.
Binford
Gardner
Tucker
Mrs.
Mrs. Paul Midyett has been disCALVES: Market steady. bulk
two tickets and passed them around.
secretary of the Kentucky Railroad
Mrs Boyce Dumas is better
',eras- misaed.
OPENS
top enlves S13.50-14.00 with
Association. Louisville. was here
The men then agreed that if either
Mrs. Bruce Laird of Fulton. Route DUCK SEASON
Hickman
of
Fordyce
P.
calves
B.
Mrs.
OCTOBER 16 IN KT. one won the car. he would sell it
innal sale to $14.50: medium
Tuesday.
underwent a major operation
I.
dismissed.
been
has
$9.12.00: outs Sa.00 down.
snd divide the money equally beF. R. Maass. vice president and Monday and is doing fairly well
Sirs. Enoch Sills has been dismissHOGS: Fairly active trade. marKentucky duck hunters will again tween the four, and they would atMaynard is improvgeneral manager. Chicago. will be
Commodore
top
ed.
ket 20-2S cents higher, bulk
have a 60-day open season begin- tend the fair.
Fulton Friciay
ing after an appendix operation.
140Bobby Odell has been dismissed
hegs S12.00-12.10; light weights.
been dismissed ning October 16 and ending Decs•mhas
Duke
So it was a surprise and pleasure
Hafford
daughter
and
Watkins
Basil
lights
Mra.
160 pound $11-11.50; light
tier 14, and a daily bag limit of ten to all four when the number held
after a tonsil operation.
S10.50-11.23: of Dukedom are getting along nice- FULTON ROTS LEAVE
heavies
DeKentucky
no;
the
to
I
sn-i
according
sap
, Webb WAS dismissed Sat• birds,
by Mr. Taylor proved to be the
GPOrgt
FOR LOUISVILLE
seasita,s sa.50-10,00. few light roughs ly
partment of Conservation. The use lucky winner and he was presenturday.
Clayburn Peeples is doing
Mrs.
of
taking
for
bait
or
$10
Mrs. Ids Johnson of Hickman of live decoys
ed the beautiful new Plymouth ear.
The following boys from this end
LANIHS• Flulk lambs S12.25-1210, nicely.
migratory game btrds is prohibited
Killebrew. son of Mr. of the county left September 4 for was dismissed Monday
Joe
Billy
$1275:
kill
local
to
Iota
watof
taking
few limey
dismissed af- and in addition "the
50-10.50; ancl Mrs Raymond Killebnsw, was Louisville to enter the U. a A-my, Sara Singlet, n WAS
EXPECTED
good nualium lambs S9
erfowl by means. aid, or wre of catcomposing a part of call No. 17 from ter a tonaillectomy last week.
arm.
fractured
a
for
down:
treated
50
$4
sheep
fat
is prohibited
mules,
outs 143.50-8.50,
or
horses,
tle.
baby
and
Sensing
Louis
Mrs
S2 On
Mrs John Slr11.111 of Dukedom Fulton County
Just any day now the eager
medium sheep S3-4.00: culls
Edward S. Lyons. Lesle• E Bryan. were dismissed last Thursday
has been admitted for treatioent
young man at the filling station
TREY ARE
deem.
Wanda Mae Williams underwent
Hickman is Huron Hopper, Shiefe H Haman.
of
Rallis,/
Roy
supply
Mrs.
Fair
PREEDING EWES:
The trouble with most open minds may begin opening your mouth tie
Saturday and has
117.50- doing as well as can be expected af- William H Lowery and Forrest Al- a tonsil operation
en hand, $1300 top, bulk sales
is that they an. open at both ends. see if you need any fillinita.
been dismissed.
ton Riddle
operation.
appendix
an
ter
)1SO per head.
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The Fulton County News
Pa
-al Barnhart, Itka. Editor

THE FORUM

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY—

at 838000 per month
My sataay la
)i'ull'
is to buy goods. You can get much
raised to $400.00 next month when
Two of the largest manufacturers more for your money novi than you
I begin teaching basic and advance. of men's clothing have announced
will be able to get six months hence.
I think I have given all the news price advances of In per cunt and
and happenings here and %ill say
per cent respectively. Last week
EYELID WILL UPHELD
again that this is the most inter. my neighbor paid 25 cents
a ton
esting work in the world. I hope more for the some type
---of coal than
Iiirrningham.--The will of man.
Fulton will get a nice airport soon as I did a month before.
needless
It
aviation is here to stay.
for me to recount Row prices have v..lio moved his eyes to signify "yes,'•
Please si•nd me The News for en, risen, for you are buying food, and opened them to say "no" has
year.
clothing, and other necessities every been sustained by. a jury here The
decision involved the estate of John
Yours very truly,
day.
Eberly, whose vocal cords were
CHARI.F.S W. !MILLER
It is important to reniembcr that pdialyzed.
P O. Box 523
Congress Id reluctant tO puss 8 price
Arcadia, Ma.
control law. Until it does, you are
DISLIKES "DOCTOR"
',piing to see all prices on the inNorman, Okla.-President Joseph
• crease. My advice is to buy now A. Brand, of the University of Oklawhat you can profitably use. Your homa, says that professors with dedollar is shrinking in value. and the gri•es will have to be content with
best way you, the average citizzen. "professor" or plain "mister." He
can protect himself against inflation considers the doctor titles confusing.

Entered as second class matter June
By J. PAM, BUSDART, ItUter
28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton.
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
- A column conducted for news, views and
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
conunents, in which readers of The News
Business Notices said Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by
are invited to participate. Mail contribuadvertising department.
_
tions care of THE FORUM, this newspaper.
Subscription rates radius of 20,•
•
miles of Fulton $1 50 a ycar. Else, TRUE PARITY FOR FARMERS
'produced this year, the total cost
where $2 00 a year.
To me the Linder Plan ta provide to
the Government would not exAMERICA'S HOLIDAY IS OVER actual parity for farmers of the
!ceed twu or three billion dollars.
bon desert:es the unite ; support of !Congres
s has already appropriated
We are well into September. Our farmers everywhere, in order that more than
fifty billion dollars for
'action
may be obtained from Con- 'national
holidays are over—and for us
defense.
Americans, vacation-days are at an gress.
What could be more important
end in more than a literal sense.
The plan calls for a floor of 24c and absolutely essential to national
Matching the sacrifices, the toil for cotton, $1.64 for wheat, $1.00 for defense than making it possible for
. e
and sweat of our boys in uniform, corn, 12c for hogs. 14c for beef, and
arm,
we men and women civilians on the other basic crops in proportion. It and produce another crop?
Not
home front must roll up our sleeves, calls for an actual parity price of only the farmers' interest is inand get into this momentous fight 32c for cotton, $2.19 for wheat. $1.32 volved. Not o n ly is the justice for
for free,:om. We cannot delaY. we for corn, 16c for hogs, 17 1-2c for the farmer involved, But the na
cannot pass the buck, we cannot beef. and other basic crops in pro- tional defense and well being
tqually involved.
alibi ourselves out of real contribu- portion.
By
tions to the herculean labors deFrederick Stamm, Economist
This plan is receiving almost unDirector of Adult Education
manded of us, if we are to survive
l animous backing of the Commission- 51r. Paul Bushart
as a free people.
Fulton
County
News
ers et Agriculture.. and other farm
There's been a lot of words spokleaders. and has received most fav- Fulton. Ky.
The buying panic. which start..,! .
en and printed in recent days about
Dear
Paul:
orable consideration by a number
eie morale of our boys in the trainI have been intending to write with the silk stocking scare, has
of influential Senators and Repreing camps. Some say it's poor. some
to you for some time as my work now spread to many other items.
sentatives in Washington.
say.. it's good: as usual, the truth
g all the Women stormed into the mitr ,ti',.
Now is the time for formers to
probably lies in-between.
stores looking for stockines. i'u.
act in concert. Cotton is moving time and I am advancing evety
before they got out, their jitt.e.
As I see it. there's nothing wrong
throughout the Cotton Belt. But day. As you know this is the
usually led them to stock '.1)
with our mm-ale at home: the only
if farmers sell their cotton now, any height of my :imbition and I
thing is. not all of us realize the
sheets, pillow cases and tow. 1s, or
action by Congress later will not am still going up. I am taking indanger we're facing. But certainly
make a down payment on a refrighelp them. Farmers are urged to strument flying now and will start
most of us at home are ready and
erator or a radio.
next week. I
put their cotton in Government basic instruction
insistent that everyone do his and
High prices and scarcity has made
loan now. and when Congress passes have finished teaching three classes
her part toward preserving our
legislation to increase the price lat- of Cadets and have a group now. I the average American conscious
freedom.
er on. the farmer will get the bene- suppose that you know that we are that the purchasing power of his
This may very well mean fightteaching nothing but Britisti boys dollar is going down —and
fit of the increased price.
g°i ng
ing for ttiat freedom. You can bet
The great strength of the Linder and we carry them through to ad- down rapidly. To protect himsc'f.
your bottom dollar that our Presihe
is
just
doing
a little forward bu
Plan is tliat it incorporates all the vance, which means that they are
dent last Labor Day. referring to
farmers who grow basic agricultural ready to go back to England and mg while prices are not unrea.so
the head of a nation with which
able.
You can hardly blame him
crops in one group. Heretofore,start shooting "Hennes."
v..e.re not yet at v..ar. was not
there has been a cotton group seek- ! We use the FT-17 for primary' when you realize that food costs in
speaking idly when he said:
ing aid for cotton, another group'training, which is for ten v.-eeks. most of our communities have gone
up from 12 to 30 per cent since the
"I know that I speak the con- seeking aid for
wheat. another;then they get ten weeks of basic and
science and the determination of group seeking aid for
war began. And it looks ory much
hogs, etc. This advance, the advance is in North!
ttie American people when I say division of strength
as if food prices are going to reach
v.-as the greaC Americans. The horse power in
that we shall do everything in our weakness that
much higher levels before the ond
has made it impos-.these e'T-17s is 225. the BT-13
power to crush Hitler and his Nazi sible to get adequate
consideration!450, and the AT-6 is 750. I have
forces."
Back o' the Flats
in Congress for agriculture as a ,put ttiree classes through without a
Those are fighting words.
whole. The Linder Plan asks equal single elimination and that is better
Perhaps there's a degree of truth consideration
/' X,/
and opportunities for than anyone else has done.
in the criticism that our morale at all farmers of
//\ k,srr
all sections on all
These instructors seem to think
home isn't all it should be—every- crops. It also
provides for fixing ttiat these boys are not bright
but
svhere. The other day an American the relative prices
between farm thes.- fail to take into consideration
foreign correspondent. John
T. products and the tifings that the ,the fact
WELL. 1 6071^
that they do not have the
Whitaker, wrote that all Germany farmer must buy.
414.188Y MOP4C r
It provides for outside open opportunity to learn
TXM1411i
believes that "when Hitler is in a taking an average
• VU.
of prices existing i- that our boys have here in
SEC rA Str..ani
the
position to deal with America. over a ten year
period from 1920 to good old USTTherefor
e
they
morale in (the United States) will 1929 inclusive. and
then fixing and,need more good instructors tt •
collapse."
maintaining the relative proportion;can bring them
up to our standar i
As I say. possibly the Nazi have between farm
products and manu- and make good pilots of them.
some ground for these fond hopes. factured commodit
ies that did exist
leVhen I started here we had 14
Their agents knov.- that even in over that ten
year period.
PTs and now we have 114. so you
this community. as everywhere else
The cotton crop over the entire can see how we
are growing. Bein the country. Americans are proud belt is very
short. Should this cot- fore this is over we will have
four
of the conveniences that most mem- ton crop go
on the market there ' schools like this. as thev are alrewit.
bers of our thriving democracy can , will be no
way for the farmor to building them and almost have
tr.
afford--automobiles. radios. electric get any relief
on this year's crop. of them finished. So, you see.
refrigerators. and thousands
of Not only that, should this crop go.
school will be the
gadgets.
on the market it will be difficult to world and
to date we hie.•
But let nc ene fool himself, here get action taken
in Congress pro- an accident. not even a
or in Germany: we at home are viding for
actual parity on future Here's hoping we keep t.
r• •
realizing very rapidly that Amer- ! crops. The
same reasoning applies
Paul. you know how hard I trie,i
ica's holiday is over. until the to corn. wheat,
and other basic to get those boys interested In f't
threat to free men is destroyed.
crops. We must get action ncw' To
ing in Fulton and I do believe that
We are ready for the fight for! get action
we must keep crops off if we had a held there we wou.
freedom. Ole fight of our lives. In the
market.
have a large group of flyers in Fulor out of unifcrm. Americans have
Cotton in government loan still ton now. I believe that
tre
always shown themselves strong in belongs
to the farmer. If the cotton not far off when the
morale--once they sec• clearly. as is put
in Government loan, and said it was a foolish idea
v.,
now we do. that the time for play Congress
fixes a floor and parity asked for landing space. w:
:
is past.
price. the Government can make an 17(` !'
!'
!'t: :additional loan on the cotton
If W,
FINDS LEG BROKEN
'he farmer desires to take his cot- anti A ,,t%
ton out of the Governr,-.ent huin.
Des Moines. Iowa
Flea- ; tin - 4dle drove slowly through traffic
'without accuRni. hut went to the
hospital WW1 a breken leg. Ttiere •
had been tto accident: she was just j;
1.+1'. 7,
If y
riding a:ong fe:t a pain and the t",
matey row. put
leg WaS broken.
ernment loan.
onto-a•: e la I .•
If the GovernrnerA should t-day ean ; Ha in
Hull denies shift in United States guarantee
the faint, rs et the United ,hours
:
po:icy :th Japan.
States actual parity on all crops instruct,_ _ _
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A your mental powers minti
ins which will be lield on Monday,
Grade. another ones at I,
(leav- hook ovals her lossh ses near
your psychic potency.
ing only twelve") Do you, my top, on which to hang the key.
t.)..totk- 13 at Hickman.
gentle reader, au old books; used tO
Sewing Room Hint
"GONE WITH THE WIND"
all you. feel safe after passing by a
Cut the strips containing buttons
Home Agent Notes
-pin and failing to pick at up? Did end button holes fiom discarded
--Winston-Salem.—A convict disYou ever go bark stealthily, pre- garments nnd Ube them under flys
miss
Zelma
Monroe,
Assistant
appeared in a cloud of dust, accordtending to be looking for something, in new garments. Thin will save
State Leader of lionii• Divot-ultra- ! mg to prison guards bupervemg
and then casually bend over tend much time and labor.
tion
training
Agents
conducted
a
To Clean Playin
; workmen loading a truck witti top.
pick up the offending pin? Neither
!Verde
WASTERN KENTUCKY
1.4074 ht./ I' when y.e. e•tart•
of these may appeal to you; you
Soiled playing cards ran be clean- school for the Recreational leaders
of
COLLEGE
Fulton
the.
homemakers clubs in
nACHERE
e el :lied pine what,
pulhd
may be an enlightened ones with no ed by ehopirig a small sponge in
KY
1101VILIMID GRIMM
tre guards.
left-overs of primitive thinking. spirits of camphor and rubbing the County, Fi•iday morning, September
5 at the heme r:f Mrs. L. B. HampALMOST rEitslrADED
feared that certain things
true Well. let us gee walking at dusk in card gently. Thai will restore the ton nt Cayce.
At this training
that litlW we. know are false. All an old overgrown time Ivry. with 111•Wfl...7;
LAKE RAISED r OR ISOAT
school the Recreational Leaders set
Few of
veould :Admit that what this is fine and a good sign, too, sunken graves and tumbled-down
A Convenient fligh-Chalr
up
their
folgoals
next
for
as
year
we believe. in is even remotely con- that we ate
this
door
weleome
you
stops
If four ruhher•tipped
becoming civilized as headstones. Will
Grand Coulees Waash. — Herbert
nected with supeistition. We like.. well us grown. !Sul, if you were LIS much as walking elsewhere at are screwed into the. legs of an ordi- lows.
to think that the. beliefs of others put into a dungeon or
I. To have a recreational program jLang built a tarry boat behind
the same time of day? Or do you nary chair, it will make an ideal
at
are tinged with nonsense, and we tortured, just how many otherwise
every homemakers club meeting IGrand Coulee dam, but when he
supersti- fear noises in the still of the night, high chair for kitchen work, or for
that would consist of music, some- , got ready to launch it the water
even would say that as children we. tions would you admit having
in when you wake. from a nightmare? a small child.
'did not meet his skidway. Dian
thing inspiring
and
something
Ink Stains On Hands
.asme. form. Of courses you know Maybe you are. fearful of relating a
.engineers obliged by raising the
A solution of is•roxide of hydro- funny.
better; I will gladly admit that. But kid dream before breakfast; many
W. W. Jones & Sons
t. To have each club member on Ilevel of the water for ttie launchmany others gen containing a few drops of am and
good
are
people.
when
half
alone
or
are.
blue
you
or
Funeral llome
program somet time during the ing.
Phone 394 sick or worried, do the silly super- Alogt.t tee ill', for telling a drsum is M0111.1 will remove ink stains from the
LIS University
year.
huall
of
boring
most
iiiar,als.
the
the
of
erene.
stetsons that you know all seem
MARTIN, TENN.
3 Each club have at least tv.,
Anyway, whether
;man habits.
A Distinctive Service Well
equally silly?
RADIO
socials each year.
Within Your Means
ithese ter some other superstitions
ADUP•TO•DATE
and
Berl. is a sample. I grade in- kiccasionally have. weight with you.
Miss Monroe gave tfie ii Use,
VICE TO ftEADERS tions for the games and music :a.
REFRIGERATION
numerable papt•rs, a fact that no na honest confession might make
the inspiring part of the recreaties,
SALES and SERVICE
English teacher would fail to be- you appear to yourself to be not so Every once in a while yee have.
tecurate
al program for their monthly mes
lieve. Suppose I have graded a .very far removed from the primi- to curry out the time-honored COSWORKMANSHIP
ings.
WA RD
!lumber and am expecting to quit tive days of the race.
tOM Of newspaper editors and pass
At Low Coal for a change or a rest. Do I stop mil
----Seruice
Refrigeration
Personally. I am glad that there SOMI. advice along to the unsuspectThe Advisory Council of Full,
Watches, Clocks al Time NOMA
Fulton's Only Complete Radio
Of An Hinds Accurately Ka- the. thirteenth one or leave just thir- is left enough of the- traces of sup- ing readers of these columns.
held
County
Clubs
Homemakers
teen ungraded? Is it necessary for erstition in me for me to sympathand Refrigeration Service
polred al Low Coat by -It is always a question of import- their fall meeting at Cayce school
me to nudge myself and saY.
ANDREWS
ize, even a little bit, with those will ance. to determine up m what sub- Friday afternoon. September 5 anal
324 Walnut St.—Phone No. 4
avoid being superttitious, "01% live in a fearful world of good and ject the thought shall be addressed.
JEWELRY COMPkNi
made plans for their annual meea you're. met tired enough to quit yet
bad luck, of visible and invisible In reviewing the field today we find
forces working :against us. I am most problems settled by what othdoubtful whether many people were ers have written or said and we are
ever driven from superstition by forced to select from a very reinflt0 MK
..? ,,,,t ,,, M.(,,Ll DI
r:SO II S IMAM A
methods. A too obvious stricted range in an effort to get
F
VAIntry
A
$4001
NMI
TAti
sotatuteres
TASA-A#016
Ol
S010
MOM
f
l•C'SAL
(CA I
SAO SuOl FINE QUALM!•
fun of some harmless be- something novel.
.king
THU ALWAVI WAIT S004 . oil •Aki0 IN PIM MA
4.4......._
/
11
TAAI I JUST 101/0 tra
is( net, •-os
1#1114 TO tit,
f often serves to strengthen it.
GO
S000
Most of our readers have their
ITN nieution
NMI'
'r
,
r none of us like to give up too
TWO Alit
nisi,
ready to
'01•ItiltliT' TO
ily our cherished customs and ovvri opinions and stand
r
editor who
SUIPIV5( #111li
Setts. A scientific attitude, one take issue witfi any
401#
rely taken by the folk, is the dares to treat them lightly. We
fact, just fci
t way. It takes more than an have no such idea. In
•
14 •
a change we are going to suggest
supa
for
nerve
of
rage
amount
•
tc,
mune IA?
correct. that
Like time and tide, fire waits for no man.
, titious jx.rson to use himself as that the reader is quite
PICKLE'S GROCERY
are eminent.
suinea pig to be (experimented on. his or her conclusions
:41,4
The time to insure against damage or loss
not be ups,.
.-t walk under a ladder, once, and ly sound and should
fy the. consequences. Eat at the by anything written.
by fire is right now. Delay may cost you
This last sentence. as you see, apids with tu•elve other people and
savings of a lifetime.
'Se a minute record of what hap- plies equally to all opinions res,: afterward. The folk habit of garriltss of what they might be ars!
selecting things logically because tliat is a goext feature of any smart
We'll be glad to furnish you full informasy are conne.cted chronologically editorial. It is always good ts
plea,will
that
something
write
Getting
Up
Taken
Time
Be
Will
Mother's
.\luch of
be broken once for all, I sustion about insurance protection.
s. by this rigid scientific method. everybody. In fact, we have rareS.•
Children Ready for School.
•-eetsa
take
and
this
accomplished
rely being laughed at or scolded
pride in the belief that vve have •
not enough.
done so.
WHY NOT LET OUR
Before. becoming too severe on
!•sititive people or children for In conclusion. therefore. we urs•
••ir folk fears. analyze yourself all readers to hold fast to whateve r
.1 see whether you are the guilt- opinions they have formed on ars.
, who is entitled to cast a stone. subject that they have thougS!
about. regardless of whether ther
Take Care of lour Grocery Buying Worries?
Phone Nu. 5
is any basis for the idea or not. .
HOUSEHOLD SCRAPBOOK
is not the business of a newspapcs
It will save a great deal of time, and you will be
editor who probably knows little
By ROBERTA LEE
—
pleased with PICKLE prices. We carry a com5lueilage Substitute
plete line of best quality groceries, fresh vegeQuite often when one is in
tables and choice lunch meats.
• srrs. to mail a letter. there wail :
lit one stamp and it has no rs .
..es on its hock. lo this preci:
Just Phone 226 — We'll Do the Rest
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It's School Time Again!

ATKINS

DELIVERY SERVICE

Insurance Agency

toe starop ver toe dor:ft,
irt quickly. then plac, or: I' :
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FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE ANY-T1ME

How to ?load
Telephone Service Interruption
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Mending A Cracked Range
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H

E: You left a light burning. So what?
SHE: So we'ee got to go hide and rurn it off,
of course.
HE: Oh, phooey.
SHE: Jim. don't be silly. We're going to be
away for mo whole days and nights.

Testing Coffee
A way to tes.t the quality of eeff•

HE: Vi'llat of it?
SHE: Listen. Mr. MoneySaiss—stum this car
around--we'rc Old millionaires.
HE: Now you listen to me, sweetheart, while
I give.you 3 little lesson in arithrnt•tic.
SIIE: Arithmetic? What's arithmetic got to do
with it ?
HE: E'en-thing. Look—we're about zo miles
out (tom home. atent we?
SHE: Juet AhtsUt, I guess.
HE: If we raced tuck hotne, fumed asut that
lieht, And altos.: bade this far. that would
be 40 extra miles. wouldn't it?
Yes. you mathematical wizard.
HE: Well. most car owners figure that with
gas. oil, tires, license. depro.i.ation. Ana
insurance, it costs them about See a mile,
all told, to run their cars. Fortv miks
at 5c cacti would bc $2.00--right?
SHE: Right.
HE: .knel few the $2.00 it would ccea us to go
hack anal turn off that light. we could
leave mery light in the house burning
all the time we are gone. plus some of
the neighbors' bghts.
SIfr.: Really?

is tee put a spoonful in a glass of ce
water and add a few drops of ler-, •
111CC. If the coffee is pure it will T,
mam on top of the water; if r •
the water will become brown .
color.
The Patch Rag
A most practical patch bag c.
he made from a yard or two
mosquito netting. This enable
tee see the contents from ts
side. and there is no neces- • .
emptying the entire contri.•
find the exact piece of goods %v.::
ed.
Pouring From Cans
The secret of pouring liquid fre
a can is to make two holes in i'
can instead of one, about an ir.
The one hole is fer
apart
liquid tee pour from, the other he '
to let the air into the can.

Whenever you are having work done on your premises. avoid possible interruption of your telephone
service by cautioning workmen against disturbing
telephone wires.
In most homes, the telephone "srround wire" is
connected to a water pipe. If this wire is removed or
loosened when the pipe is being worked on. your telephone bell may not ring and you can't receive call,
During remodeling tar repair work. workers nuo
unknowingly drive nails through wires, or break
them in some other way.
If there are underground telephone lines on your
property. care should be taken not to damage them
u hen holes or ditches tire dug.
When work of this kind is being done, a word of
!awn to the workmen will do much to safeguard
u r telephone service.
When sou are planning work that may disturb telephone anis. or require their rearrangement. be sure
the Telephone Office in •thance. and • teleft to
he .citt to make the necessari ch•nges.
hone man
A telephone man should •lso he requested when desks
or ether (Loneliest. to •Mai telephone equipment isi
attached, are to be moved In •uch easew. ihe sersieea
of
a of • skilled telephone anon will help assure )ou

"011,0H-1 LEFT THE
BEDROOM LIGHT BURNING!'

drs
•eney. The
will be lasting.
The Hanging-Basket
novel way to wales the his
.-isct, without spilling water on •
:s.e.r. is to insert a small funnel •
the dirt, as near the center ef *.•
basket as poassibles and hidden •
'the foliage. Fill this funnel w •
water every day. and it will se .
into the soil gradually.

Writing While 'Traveling
When neeessary to writ.•
traveling in an automobile, tra
•
or bus. press the elbows into
body just above the hips, RTUI
,W111 find the task easy

INCC'MPOSit10
•

THE

aim of this little play is not to get you
to lease your lights burning, but to point out
hens much electricity. gives you for so little

The idea that forgetting to turn out the lights
wdl all but thous. a household into bankruptcy
must he a hango•ts from 10 to 15 years ago
when electricity cost about twice as much as
it does now. In those days it cost you about
mudi for lights 31011C LS you now pav for
lighting your home hence trims running a
vacuum cleaner, iron, radio, toaster, and washing machine!
This reduction in cost. which giveS you about
twice AS much saluc tos your msmess has been
possible because this company and other ciestris companies ate managed by business men
in the American way of business operatiort It
is the aim of thc peciele who I1.11VC helped to
accomplish these things--the employes of this
compans --to keep on bringing you more and
more of the bonelits of clectricity at kss and
less cost.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

The Door Key

SOUTHERA BELL TELEPHOOE Ano TELEGRAPH CO.

HE: Sure. That's a 100-watt bab in the bedroom. It'll burn about 10 hours for a
aided. For the two bucks it would
cost us to go back and turn it off it can
burn for about 400 hours, or for 16days
and 16 nights. So you see we'd be rust
plain silly trying to save rtiones by going
all the ivay hart to turn out that light.
SHE: Of course we would—I never thought
about it that way. Drive on, James!

INCORPORATCO
G. F. LANSDEN. lfsnagir

Thai important door key will not
be t'VASIVls any mom when the
,housewife returns from the grocery,
large•sized dress
'if she \‘111 sew
•
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THC ACH/EVEMENTS OA AMER/CAS PRESS.
vital to defense purposes goo,
Last Ulu oter-• While EagleI\ Y
greater every day, Mr Riddle pond
SUNDAY - MONDAY
Ntessages from the generil
TIGERS 10 -- INDIANS 2
111111 HOPE
inert.ased. D•
public
have
also
DOROTHY LAMOUR
The Fulion 'rigers opened a
spite Iht. telephone. company's all
series with the Paducah In.
'l'aughl In i'he Draft
unprecedentdians here Friday night and defeat- nut efforts to meet the
telephont. service,
ed thetn 10 to 2. Madsen held the ed demands for
TUES. - WED. - TH Ks.
tinu.s being oper•
its facilitit.s art.
Double Feature
Indians le' five hits, while the•
ea%
elect's.
EDDIE ALBERT
rs piled up fourteen hits and made ated at near-capacity, and
ea
THE LI5 NEWSPAPER ional delays may be expected ,.1,
JOAN LESLIE
several Paducah errors coUnt
ALLAN HALE
some long distance calls. Long dis/VOT ONLY A BULWARK OF
Score by Innings:
It II 1:. tance telephone
users ran make
'The Great Mr. Nobody'
DEMOCRACY-- 8411"•
Paducah
.. 010 100 000- 2 5 3
a definite contribution in this • III. I.P.-T. A. Held Initial Nleeting
Fulton . .
ilvtiS•,
710 000 02x-10 14 4
'ENSABLE ro ir
guney, Mr. Riddle pointed out. le
The Parent-Teachers' Association
"I Was A Prisoner (In
Batteries: Paducati-lielquest and
possible platheld its first meeting of the current
Richardson; Fulton-Nladsen and,avoiding as much as
!ken's Island"
distance
calls
during
long
ing
th..
Schr.01 year Thursday te•ening. SepIvy.
TO
TO
te
7
hetirs
and
front
m.
to
a
9
II
tember 4 By request of the former
8 30 p.m.. the so-called rush hem.
A1.1.
president, Nies. James Amnions,
TIGERS 10 - INDIANS 1
when long distance calls are ill..
Principal A. J. Lowe prt•sided durThe Fulton Tigers won the second frequent.
ing the business session. The nomipante over th•• Paducah Indians 10
nating committee. composed of Mrs
MOW iti41112d0 •
to 1 Saturday night here. Lake,
A. G. Campbell. Mrs. Hugh Garre
Fulton pitcher, limited the Indians •SPARKS OF WISDOM
gan, and Miss Christine Jones subchildren visited NIr. and Mrs. Jiill to six hits. struck out six and walkmitted the names of the following
I Dunn Sunday.
ed only one. Mullt•n and Ivy had
evui. A COMOGILT•411L41
A 40-foot bridge in Bend, Or•
who were elected to each respective
WilS reported atolen. hauled co..a.
' Myrtle and Mildred Brockwell three hits each off Harrison.
_
office: president. Mrs. Fred Bondi!.
Score by Innings:
R. H. E. piece by piece.
FNMA% - SATURDAY
rant: vice president. Mrs. R. A. Thert- was good attendance at z.nd Junior Lynch visited Billi• Paducah
..
6000
000
0016
1
3
,Neisler Monday night.
Double Feature
A 30-pound carp flopped from .
Mabry: secretary-treasurer,
Mrs. Sunday school last Sunday.
Fulton . .. 021 040 21x-10 14 4
fish stand in a market in Bile
The revival will begin here SunMatinee Pic - Night V.te
Joe Wall.
Mrs. Bt•ttie Edvi•ards was tht•
Battt•rit.s: Paducah-Harrison and
Children AI% ia).. 10c
more and bit Mrs. Tillie Levy • The organization voted to spon- day night. Sept. 19. It was post- Sunday guest of Mrs. Sallit• DeMyt•r Richardson:
Fulton-Lake and Ivy. thi• ankle.
VIVIEN LEIGH
sor the hot lunch project. A finance poned from last Sunday because the
Miss Mentez Britten. Mr. and
Nmeteen persons in a Ft•dan ..••
committee was appointed to secure visiting minister. Rev. Mermen. Mrs. George Britton ;..nd children.
LAURENCE OLIVIER
TIGERS
9
GENERALS
1
niany
too
was
unable
to
proper
to
op. •.,
pt.rnut
be here then. Every Mr. Will Britton.
funds to purchase tht• necessary
Mrs. Bud Dect
'Thal Hamilton Woman'
The Fulten Titters dt•feated the Pon of tht• machine. a judge
equipment for the cafeteria. Those one is invited to attend the. rt•vival mon and Mr. and Nfrs Willi••
if ague leading Jackson Generals 9 Quincy, Maas..
services
decided yawn !
----.11•0-narned on the committee and the
:mei children visited Mr. anti to I Sunday afternoon
on the Jack- fined Sam Venuti SIO.
community represented by each are
"Strange
Quartet music and choir singing Mrs. Sam Flowers at Hickman last son fit!d. scoring nine runs elf
Alibi"
In an old quilt she had ust•d nee
as follows: Mrs. V‘'. H. Harrison. was enjeyed at the
rt•gular Sundae Sunday They went to the lake in Carl Celeste in the f•fth
Pt.t- yt•ars. Mrs H. G. Thurston of fae.
Rush Creek; Mrs. Irving Jeffrese night .anging.
the afternoon.
erson had three hits and Sprott. import, Ia.. found S5,000 in
SUN. - NION. - TUE.:
curCrutchfield: Mrs. H. M. Pewitt.
Mrs. Joe Faulkner was carried
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ferguson pet. g left field. knocked a norm. rency.
Palestine: Mrs. Fred Bondurant. to the Haws
Clinic last week and t.t Milan. Tenn.. visited in Harris run with one man on
William Llenci of Detroit. teouelit
Liberty: Mrs. Harvey Bondurant. was brought
kiS
*
to ht•r parents home Sunday night and attt.nded tht• Score by Innings:
It II. E.'drowned when wat..r flooded
..•' IRusti Creek: Mrs. Clyde Linder. Monday. She is reported
'''
slightly singing.
Fulton
.
.000 090 000-9 13 1 mine. evas later found peat•••full
Sylvan Shade; NIrs. Edward Har- improved.
,-'
el , •
1.
Mrs. Jim Fa•ulkner and Mr. and Jackson .
.001 000 000-1 7 3 sleeping in a shaft.
rington. Sylvan Shade: Mrs. Wilson
Mrs. Nutt- Melvin is somewhat Mrs. Ben Faulkner and baby were
Batteries: Fulton - Emrich and
Lt•ss than two heurs after Mrs.
Rice. Jordan: Mrs. Hugh Garrigan. improved. Her
Fon. Tobe
.gutets of !Mr. and Mrs. Homer Dunn Ivy: Jackson-Gaiser. Graves and R. E. Mayfield of Washingtor. lost
Jordan: Mrs. James Ammons and arrived home. from
i
li
Chicag
-lay.'Sunday.
Fanning.
a diamond ring in her bathroom.
Mrs. L. B. Hampton. Cayce.
rhe Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Mrs. Thomas Dedmon and daughtrie
sewer
deparmtent
recovered
it
The P.-T. A. will meet each first and Mrs. Dock
. t.
-----------Atkison were Mr. ter. Anita Sue. visited Miss Ruth
in a manhole three blocks away
GENERALS 5 - TIGERS 4
Thurr,day of the calendar month.
crel NIrs. Tore Dedmon and Jetimie Frankum last !Monday.
Sunday
10c - 25e Plus Tax
The Jackson Gent.rals
Dreaming
he
was trapptsl by fire
5 to 4
D. Mr and Mrs. O. William- and
Nfr. J Ni Johnston of Cunning- over tht• Fulton Tigers Monday in his hotel room in Clevt•land,
NEWS - CARTOON
fareily. ale and Mn. Floyd Dedmon ham was the dinner guest
of Mr. night as Jesse Wt•bb hurled his Clyde NIallard leaped from a sec___
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Carl- and Mrs. Clarence Roberts
Satur- 22nd victory of the season Burgess. ond-story window and e".•as slightWEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
:en Atkison and children.
day evening.
Fulton pitcher. had a wild fourth ly injured.
mr. anti Mrs. Owen Faulkner and
ANN NEAGLE
Mr. and Mrs. O. Williarr.s and inning when he walked Ilaynes
What mighty contests rise from
to
Mrs. John NIatthews
spendme Fon. Donald. were guests of Mr. and Miss Alin. Williams
visited Mr. anei foret• Merkle in. The teams both trival things!-Pope.
"S 17 N N I"
this week in Dyersburg and Neu-- Mrs. Tom Frazier Sqpday.
:Mrs. Oliver Coach and Mrs. Fannie had nine. hits.
Nirs. Cosmo Ando was
hem. Tenn.. the guest of relatixes
Ntiss Alin- Williams returned Hubbs Friday night.
Score by Innings:
R. H. E.
She expects to visit her brother. home Friday
from
Ducktown
Leen Fuwlks is the rrouci owner Fulton ..
001 011 010--4 9 3
Louis Newsum. who is a patient in Tenn.. where she had
gone to tt•ach. of it new truck
Jackson . .
000 201 20x-5 9 1
the Veteran's Hospital :r. Nlem- She is expecting to
be called back
Virginia and Martha Allen visited
Battt•ries: Fulten-Burgess and
phis.
,as soon as the infantile paralysis their grandmot he r. Mrs.
Ethna Ivy; Jackson- \Vette and Fanning.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Sint 'Wallace and epidemic is under cc.ntrol.
Smetherman. Friday vt.ning
daughter. Evelyn. spent Sunday in
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Roberts
Mr and Mrs Bernard Pickering
TIGERS 7 - GREYHOUNDS 3
Fulton with Mr. and Mrs Oscar visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt Giffin and thildren castled 3.1r. and Mrs
The Fulton Tigers defeated the
i
SEPT. 12
Wallace.
last Friday night.
•Ed Fertner and farnly in Fulten Union City Greyhounds
7 in 3 here
'ind 'Mrs. Lester Alford and
Mrs. R. L. Hay or riear Fulton Saturday night.
Tuesday
night, with Madsen lime
Son. Kenneth. of Dyersburg sp•nt nes the week end
guest of her sisSurday guests ef Mr. !lurk ing the visitors to five hits.
Muth •
the week end with Mrs. Alford's. ter. Mrs. Ruby Neisler.
and scn. Lynch were Mr. Lernen Crlese and manager of the Tigers.
poled a hoe
-inOiVer. Mrs. Mattie Rogers. Anoth,se.n and daughter and Dr L. D run with on•. on basc in
with Noah Beery and Dolores Del IZio
the s.ecer
er daughter. Mrs. William Greer. of , mr. and Mrs. Clarence Roberts Boaz-.
inning
He also had a single
Fulton was also a week end guest. attended a Bradshaw reunion at :Mr and Mrs.
Selected Shorts
McCollum three trips.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace 'Yates and Cloverdale school Sunday Tht•rt• of St. Louis visittd
relatives eere
Sure cy Innings•
R
family spent Sunday afternoon with wt•re about one hundred and lefty ,Sunday.
SEPT. 13
Unien Ctty
. 300 (100 000-3 5
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Douglas in Har- present. Ir. the mernIng
regre
Fulton
222 001 00x-7 8
ris.
cherus free- • .•-.• • • -• • • •
Batiteits• Unien City -Herr ce
Mrs. Jessie Raires ef Unicn City retertainrme:
:•
el; eft. Fiat, te-Made n and Ivy.
b the guest of her daughter. Mrs. ful lunch was spread. In e
Jack Lowe.
ternoon several speeches were
EY
with Rex Bell
TIGERS 3 - GRETHOUND 1
FA
Last Sunday eight classmates of one by Mr. Hoover of Dyezstsurg.
batsum
Th'. Fuiten Tigers wen th. ••
- Ciqueily Mrs. Jack Lowe got together at tier Mtniier was made of the absence0
•
eff-1624
home cattle of the season W,.:
home for luncheon and a theatr: of Congressman Jerry Ceorer. eche
New th,t
heels se••• acien in day night. &hating the Union City
SUNDAY
MONDAY, SEPT. 14 - 15
party at the Malco. Those attending had been present at every reunion session. a ew
:
ttt Gra...hounds 3 le 1 The Tigers are
Were Mrs David MontfromerY of before. Mrs. Robert's mother was the parentere
ewe. cereen .4 a first divisit•n berth
Oklah.oma.. Mrs. Dovey Burnette of able to be present after having
Teach ..- .ur cheer,
re • x - an.i th. y will be in the play-off
Troy. Tenn.. Miss Amanda Howell of been vt.ry ill all the year. Every Inanely ca • ful
en :1•., :I- way to series whidt begins Sunday. FulJackson. Tenn.. Misses Helen Fuller- one reported a good time.
sae,' lee
them te Crt,S streets tor,•s last game of the season will
‘‘
heti A,taii-e and Eleanor Powell
ton. Lucile Gordon and Sue Helen
Bub Jones of
Lawrenceburg. oniy at int, esectutr.,, and then only be played in
Owensboro Friday
Henderson of Kenton. Tenn.. Nfrs. Tenn., LS visiting here ter a few :after they have
Added Attractions
f.....ctei le lett and • night
Carl Walters and Mts. Jack Eskew. days.
eeht If yeti:. ceildren must vtalk
Score by Innings:
R.
E.
Sunday afternoon
of Mr.,en the higilw,tys. Intdruct them to Union City
001 000 000-1 4 4
WEDNESDAY,SEPT
. 16 I .
Big business needs very little Wad Oliver and sister. Mrs. Willie ualk on the l‘lt-,',.;nd
side and to Fulton
000 III 00x-3 help from the average ciitzen: it :s Frankum. were Mr and Mrs. Charlie step off the
road it nect•ssary. Re- . Batteries. Innen City -powerful enough to take care of it- Onver and children ancl grandson. mind them, daily'
ancl Graff.
.
self.
Mrs. 011ie Davis arid children. Mr. Schnee patrels statiened
at busy Burgess and Ivy,
We never worry about vvhat other and Mrs. Lemon Cruise and chil- intersections
near schools
with Joan ('rawford anil Frederic .Nlarch
have
penple think about what v..e do: WI` dren and Mr. and Mrs. George made crossing
stre• ts
The worst enemy of
and
are too busy worrying about what Prockwell and family.
Selected Shorts
safer for our childr•n. Yet acci- j is inefficient. sloppy ad... ;1,
We do.
H T. Edwards !eft Tuesday for deres happen n•-t only %there
land
there
trafis
a
lot
of
it.
Officiallly. ladies and gentlemen. St Lc•uis with a Ic•ad of hogs.
.
1 111 11SDAY -111111.11. SF.PT.
fic is heavy. hut also where traffic
_ Pi
Faith. it is recorded, moves moun8111ifitner IS Over and we are supMr. and Mrs. Dock Atkison. Mr. IS light.
tains
but
mountains.
it
is
rersuded.
posed to be enjoying the coel anti Mrs. Floyd Dedmon and chilUrge your children to use good {have been knomn In rnovt. faith.
weather of Autumn.
dren and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence judgment cn their trips to
and from
Farmera should beware of in11 may be another year heforr Roberts were Sunday evening dm• FfIlt,(11.
the end they hold the
orne Americans will hccome conaireals of Mr. and Mt:. 0. Wilwith Ann Sothern and Franehot Tone
:bag and it will be filled with wind.
einc•d that this world war business ;lams
' Not %fry urnetnea birthday has
Wben
you
the
buy
get
ready to
Selected Short
Affpr.4
Met H Arant t•t the Fulton
elty Health Department WIIN Llt I
ThlirtIliay Mt/Ming to give
the typhetici iniculations to the stu- I
ei
Superintendent J. C. Lawson, of
Rickman, uas a visitor at school /
ThUrsday afternoon.
4-11 Club News
Mr. Miller, assistant taninty agent.
met with 'la. 4-11 Club boys Wed
nesday afternoon. eV judging team
composed of Jue Bazzcil, Jr.. Edu el
Harrison, Robert Jeffress. and Lew,.
Browder uas chosen to represent
Fulton County at the State Fair
Louisville this week. These heyaccompanied by Mr. Miller lett tor
Louisville Monday morning.
Junior Class News
I3obby Vaught was absent trove
school last week.
The nimor class regrets that Sarah
Singlt.ton has been forced to quit
school C•r this semester on account
of le r health.
Seniors Purchase Class Rings
At a elan Mt`etIng Friday afternon the Semora purchased their
class rings from J T. Malone.
Dresden. renresentive of the Her
Joritel Jewelry Company. The students are anxiously awaiting the
nrrival of them rings which are ex
peeted within tge next six weeks
During this nieeting cards and ire
vitation were chosen also from th.•
Same represen tat ive
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AW

ekith relatives near alemphis
Dalton Tuft of Blytheville, Ath
!spent the; week end with Mrs. Taft
iand baby, who are visiting
ir.st
W. S. C. S. MET IN
I. MM. Mr. End Mrs. D. D. Legg ...,
CIROUPS MONDAY
5% ANTI111-- Sweet Pot.itoes for , APPIAN
The Woman's So. 1. tj ef Christian !Central Avenue.
FOR SALE - Grimm
calming. Union Illy Ca
g tea. Gulden,
Si
ertlrVict. of the First Methodist ! James Thomas Nanney
Gulden Ifelielowi. Red DuLams
spent the week end In tail
Union City, Tenn.
Me
Church held
group meet.
iii•lous and Slaymaria, Marian,
L
ince Monday alterimon and night. tem
' Gr5mea. Pheme 365., a.
FOR
Rt:tar
No%
lv
!Wished
3Fulton. tf
• Mrs. Ola McClain ha3 return...I ti
M...•11.114S WIT.' 11.'1(1 ah fs.110Vs•N:
roman apartment ito
Fulton. - ------- ..
Tenta, after a three evert
,
Mrs. Jess Joidan and Mrs. Mill;
Now buying NAM.1 Hall and
veiiien I I
located
Modern.
refvisa
%%Oh
her
sister,
$.1m.
T
et' Miriade
l.],
Kiel) Sweet PI.1.11114.h 1..I•
hostesses to memGa rage. Couple des!red.
PI
canbers . Gratin A Manday alto:tam:4 ,Andersnii, and family or; Central
111111X. 1'111011 (.11!, ('
170.
Cu.„ Un'avenue.
at the cliiirele Twelve members
1011
lama.
2te
Mr. and Mrs. It:amain,' Sanders
I 'It RINI-Two, nice furnish
and Ia..
atais ae..•
%%h.
!returned
ta
their
liana;
in
ed
Detroit,
bedrooms.
Itp
a.m. Mrs.
lor aale-Jeraey Cuw
C C'linifert and
‘isit with the latter's
Rea. J. 11 Felts Mts..1. C. Knelling Matt, alter
aro. Apply 511 Eddinas st.
1 te
l'OR a,11.1.:-Complete outfit tor
nil I several cuticles frem the Woi Id sist, 1, hIrs. Lutlii•t; Wright. and
mail
blame.
ordering
Itoder.
.
%Petas FOR SALE-No.
family
on
Oak
street and her brothOutjael.,
I
and Mrs Jessie
•tearn hoe. paper rseks, (lehls I hake Apple. am.
bushel: pick-up
Ilarris gave an :Oat,. frum the er, Ardelle Sall1N, and Mrs. Sams on
.41(
ker..
tags,
reripes,
mailing
list
of
Central
A.4141111..
eround 2.'ie bushel. Blue Wing
Mealiedist Wornan Rev. Pelts pre•
14.0011
f'all 110.
Mrs. Will Whitifell and Jinimie
Orileards, B. O. 'inch, Prop.
rented the Ilible study. An ice
tf.
course. was sei veal by the hostesses have gone to Durham, N. C. for a
visit with Mr. Whitnell.
STATE TAX COLLECTIONS
during the. social hour.
SILO S111PKINS SAl'S
Mos hlargaret Stevens left TuesSHOW GAIN IN AUGUST
Group II met at the limn.; uf Mrie. day night to r.••enter the American
,•, strength-let none go to
Billy Atkins 4.n Green street with Conservatory of Music in Chicago
State tax collections totalled $2,waste.
Mrs. George Hester, co-hostess. Tem after spending the summer with her
946,226.19 in August,
4 per cent
Keep Tennessee. greens this wmter
Members were present. Mra. Roscoe. parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stevgain over August 1940, according to
with cover crops.
Wilkins presided over a brief huai- ens.
the monthly report currently issued
THOMAS A. MORGAN (pictured
of the modernly equipped Navy
A full storage house is one way
ness session, followed with the Bible
in insert), president .;f the Sperry
by the Department of Revenue.
Trade Sehools. The Navy offers
Mr. and Mra. Marshall Slayden
to beat old man liCla
Corporal ion,world's lai gest manuStudy lesson by Mrs. J. If. Maddox. and family of Detroit
traii..na
to
aearly
-mar
men
in
This
saiia
cnntinues
to
reflect
the
are visiting
Crimson clover ueeded witH
facturers of aeronaut:cal and ma50 different tram... end vocations.
A salad plate was served at the. con- h1rs. Julia Hamlett on East
increasing prosperity of Kentucky
State
small grain can be. sown till Ocrine instruments, received him
clusion of the program.
agriculture,
busitiess
and
,
(aaartaiiiiies far advancement,
Line.
early technical training in the
tober.
Group C met at the home of Mrs.
to learn skilled trades, for travel
U. S. Navy, in vrhieh he enlisted
Callections from alcoholic bey- I The farmer who grows legumes
Mrs. Joe Cantillon of Hickman is
adventure
are
and
identical
whethRaymond Lynch on West street vcith visaing relatives
as a yeung man."This has proved
erage tax amounted to $575.240.91, 1 has a nitrogen factory at work on
Irl Chicago.
agreed value to me in later years,' er a man enIrts in the regular
Mrs. T. J. Kramer, joint hostess.
which was an increase of 79 per his farm.
Navy
Ite.servear
the
Navui
and
ex.sailor
paid
!Rowan.
Pictured
Miss Jan,. Seater, has returned to
Mrs. Kramer WWI' the Bible study
cent over the corresponding month
A safe and sound farm program
pay,
fast
above
are
his
clothing,
new
Navy
medical
recruits
reand 1514:s. Leland Bugg Wilk in charge work at the Airlene Gas Co, after
.in the previous year. The factors includes the. three LLL's-Lime.
ceiving electrical training ut one
and .lental cure are the same.
of the devotional. Mrs. J. If. Ilale a recent appendix operation.
increase,
large
contributing to this
legumes and livestock.
reported from the Methodist Wothe effects j Prices received by farmers were
!even in religion-is due to the fact have arisen chiefly from
17. Seven years.
man. During the social hour the
I
The
national defense policies.
31 per cent higher in August thin
LOOK AND LEARN
10. Oldest, William H. nry Harri- ,that v.hile we have. grown niarvel- of
Imatesses served ice cream and cake
shows property taxes of $222.- year than ir, August 1940
- - - -son. inaugurated at age el 681 ously in many other directions, we. report
to nineteen members and two vis•
per cent lower than
The hen is really ringing the
By A. C. GORDON
youngest, Theodore Roes( velt, ag,• have faded dismally in developing 534.13 were 30
Hors. Mrs. Horace Luten and Mrs.
August; howev, r. cash register these days Good care
I. What is the most used letter 43.
.neighborliness.
When men hate for the previous
W. J. Moss.
earlier pay- and proper feeding will pay big
in the English language?
r it is usually because they this decline is due to
19. Pride, :diger. last, envy, greed, each
Mrs J. W. Baker entertained the
2. W1111211 of the states border on gluttony, and sloth
do nat know each ather. The French ment of certain franchise company dividends next winter.
East Fulton Circle at her home on th,• Pacific Ocean?
Good cows will not pay a profit
20. From the fact that there were have a saying that ato know all is taxes. A decline of 9 per cent was
WaInut street. Eighteen members
3. How many feet are there in a thirteen present at the Lord's last to forgive all." It is their ignor- registered in road taxes, total collec- if the feed and labor that go into
were present with one visitor, Mrs. mile?
tians
does
Nang $864,696.18. This
the production of the milk are suP'rime. of our fellowmen which causes
supper.
J(N. Pope. of Nashville. Mrs. J. II.
4. What are the five most com'our fear of them. And fear is at not mean an actual decline in gaso- plied at too high a cost.
Felts, chairman, presided over the mon American surnames?
line; consumption so much as an ; Where legume
th. bottom of all intolerance.
hays are grown
business portion of the meeting, and; 5. Why were
overlapping of tax payments from and
the inhabitants of HOME NEEDS. NATIONAL
proper management is exercised
also gave the. Bible study lessen. America called "Indians?"
Labor
I
of
Tat.
of
the
ignorance
DEFENSE DEMAND HOMEmonth t., month.
in curing them, the problem of balShe was assisted by Mrs. Louis, 6. Which of the Great Lakes is
PRODUCED LIVING pmblems of Capital and ManagaIt was further pointed out that ancing dairy rations is greatly
Grahame who gave the devotional. entirely within the United States?
m, nt and the. ignorance of Capital for the
new license year to date a simplified.
and Mrs. Maggie Bard with an, 7. What an• the five vital organs
Living at home has always been and Management of the. needs and total of 469,356 drivers of motor
Food is first in health defense.
article from the Methodist Woman. of the body?
a matter of first importance to most aspirations of Labor produce a good vehicle, had obtained their operafood or feed should go to
The Wesleyan Service Guild met
of the present industrial situa- tors' licenses as against 451.088 for
ft. What is the smallest state in farm people, but it is doubly imv.aiste this year.
at the church at 6:30 o'clock for a area ill the. United States?
,purtant now in the light of world
the Salta• period in 1949. SuspensFood is just as important in Napot-luck supper, eMen Misses Ruth
The ignorance of the whole his- ions of 369 licenses in August tienal Defense as tanks.
9. How fast do radio waves travel? conditions, states C. E. Brehm, diFields and Lee Ella LOW(' v,•er..
ExAgricultural
U-T
the
of
rector
tory
and the many accomplishments doubled the number for August,
10. What has been estimated as
Hay crops cut at the right stage
hostesses. Thirteen members were. the. mininiuni cost of producing a tension Service. While farmers are of great religious groups is respon- 1940.
indicating a stricter enforce- have the highest feeding value.
prec, nt Fr:Hewing the aupper Mra. inan 01 twenty-one?
receiving higher prices for their sible fen the hatred of them by mis- ment of the law.
CrImson clover is one of the best
Lawrt;nce Shelton. chairman. con11. What is the derivation of the products. there is every reason to infarmed antagonists.
winter legumes. Time to seed is
ducted the business meeting. In the word "alphabet"
buy
they
things
the
that
believe
The ignorance. of governmental
now.
absence of the Bible study leader.
be higher. Hence the necessity functions and motives and accom- GROWERS VOTE ON
12. What is the most popular bevNow is the time to get the pouleveryMrs. W. H. Cravens, the devotional erage
TOBACCO
farm
INSPECTION
the
for producing on
in the world?
plishments and personnel, creates
try house and flock in condition for
and lesson were given by Mrs. Har-, 13. How many red and how many thing that can be produced.
unjustifiable bitternc.ss in political
maximum winter production.
old °Well.
Suggestions made by Dirrctor 'life on the part of many Ameri- , A referendum will be held Sepwhite stripes has the U. S. flag?
Corn alone is the most expensive
'Umber
The laneedus Circle met at the'
18 to 20 to detarmine wheth14. What is the most costly Brehm and his co-workers for pro- cans.
;hog feed-supple.ment with tankage
er the auction tobacco markets at
church at 7:30 o'clock , Mondaj
ducing urgent needs, both fur home
metal?
!or skimmilk and pasture for cheap
To remove this situation will re- Franklin, Russellville,
night. Hostesses were Mrs. Pall;
and Mayfield. ;
15. What is the meaning of "a: use and National Defense are:
gains.
quire a better acquaintance. with : Ky., and Westmoreland. Tenn.,
Jarraa. Mrs. Ben Davis and Mrs.
shall
more
Pluribus Unum^"
1. Produce., cure and can
our neighbors, and and enlargement jbe designated under
Jack Allen. The meeting was openthe
Tobacco
all
in
see
can
To relieve
16. What animal
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You'll Like • Its Creamy
"Prune-Whip" Taste,
Too'.
You isn't logo
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rive you better, more ple,une ro.
lief or our druggist is authorised
to rotund your money.
Primo! is a scientifically homotifeniaed emulsion of miner•I
fortified with phenophthlein and
tasty prune juice. }..en fretful
children take Prunol readily.
Primal mises with waste m•tter
in the intestines,. readering a soft
mass, causiRe a gentle. comfortable, effective iiimination. Promo!
e,peeiaro rAtommcullcs1 for
children. expectant mothent and
elderi poop!,
ottihaed in 60c and
$1.4:0 sa.M.
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No Drugs or Surgery Used
Natural Methods Only

AUSTIN SPRINeS NEWS
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Dr. A. C. Wade
CHIROPRACTOR
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store

Fulton. Ky.
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FINEST SELECTION
OF NI tlE IMPRINTED

Christmas
Cards
EVER SHOWN IN FULTON
Personalized Christmas Cards with your name
imprinted, envelopes included; 50 cards, assortV.00
ed designs, for only
We are also featuring the WONDER BOX,
America's Most Beautiful Christmas Card As4)rtment. The Wonder Box is the leading
flristmas Card Box Assortments for 1911.
Each of these 21 delightfully modern Christmas
folders is an EXCLUSIVE ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT. This gorgeous assortment cannot
oe purchased elsewhere at any price ... the de-igns were chosen from hundreds, assuring un,xcelled quality. The Wonder Box assortment
comes packed in a Smart Gift Box, the cover of
which is breathtaking in its beauty. Complete
$1.25
with name imprinted on folders, only

Fulton County
News
PHONE 170

Mrs. Grover True was reported
few clays
right sick for
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Rhodes a fine young daughter.
Mother and baby are doing fine.
31r. and Mrs. Mack Bynum and
children. Alwayne and Doug. and
,.1, re Ford left for their home
MIF.
in Akroi. the past week. They
Rpent most of their vacation in tbe
•••-• of Mrs Bynum's parents. Mr.
Nick Vincent.
' Leonard (levers purchased the
ham Roberts farni a few cliiys
'•,iss Nora NTae Lint/
•
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t week.
On next Sunday Rev. 'Dallas
Hemphill will deliver a sermon in
Salem. church at 11 o'clock. The
public is cordially invited.
It was reported last week that
James Austin had entered Martin
High He is a student in Fairnessville school.
Minor Beggs was in this CCMmunity visiting relatives and friends
last Sunday.
NAVY DOES NOT DEMAND
MOH SCHOOL EDUCATION
Since Secretary Knox announced
the enlistment drive for Uncle
Sam's new Two-Ocean Navy several weeks ago, many young men
have asked if they v..ere eligible to
enlist without a high school education
L. T. Bugg. local American Legion
Commander. answers this important
question for the young men of this
vicinity.
"Navy enlistees do net have to
be high school graduates.' said
Commander Bug. "Any ambitious
and patriotic young fellow who
wants to serve his country has that
opportunity now by joining the
United States Navy or Naval Reserve. Of course, he must be of
average intelligence, good character and be able to pass certain
physical and mental examinations.
NOW. more than ever before, the
Navy needs men of that type.
"All applicants. whether or not
they have high school diplomas. are
given an eiementary examination
containing :Mout 100 questions." explained Commander Bugg. "Those
grade of 51 per cent or
reedeing

Mod
4Altr.:•;
'1
/
.

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Fulton, Ey.

Stanclards You Can Tie To

In these days ofstress and strain and uncertainty as to services'
and prices, it is comfortable to do business with the railroads. You can phis.
IN A DVA NC E what you are going to spend, and you can be certain of
having the service furnished ut the expected price.
Such dependability,lightly regarded though it may he in times
of peace and plenty, is a pearl beyond estimate, when emergencies arise and
the skies darken and die winds begin to blow.'That is true because supply
and demand have little effect on prices of railway tr‘ansportation.
I:ncle Sam himself has been among the first to find that out.
lie is coming to lean niore and more heavily upon die strength of the
railroads. Despite dint, there has been no increase in all-rail rates on any
program.
f
commodity even remotely related to the notional (_1'.1•11til!
On the contrary,there have been notable reductions. In taking
over the movement of commodities ordinarily handled by water, the railroads have in many cases reduced rates below the normal all-rail basis.
Crude petroleum is one timely rase in point.
Nothing short of an unbearable increase in expenses is likelyto cause the railroads to seek any general increase in their rates.
We of the Illinois Central pledge to Uncle Sam,as we pledge
sons (nnd your sons and our sons) in the training camps:
his
of
to each
"WEIL NEVER LET YOU DO‘VN!"
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dent the continued efficient support
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Water Valley are spending the wet•k
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HERSCHEL BARD

DUKEDOM NEWS

CAYCE NEWS

!

SAVE MONEY

DISCHARGING A

RESPONSIBILITY
A Statetnent of Employee Policy by the Central Western Division
of tk Great A
& Pacific Tea Co.

LOWE'S CAFE

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Third and Carr St.

AMBULANCE
PHONE 1
11Wler

„inidimmir

See Us For FERTILIZER
We carry that good Homestead Fertilizer,
and will be pleased to figure with you on your
needs.

CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51—FULTON, KY.
fk- lea

A

MODERNIZE ...
... RE-PAPER
We carry a wide assortment of patterns in
new WALL PAPERS. Come in and see our
extensive displays before you buy.

Exchange Furniture Co.
Fulton. kw.

Duncan Simmons arrived Satut
day night from Orlando, Fla., t•
-.mild this week with relatives and
friends here and in Fulton.
George Simpson was
business
visitor in Dukedom Tuesday.
NTr. and Mrs. Phil Parker spent
Saturday night and Sunday with
her parents, NIr. and Mrs. William
Pierce.
Klyce Parker. Orvel Brundige.
and Baron Dixon wont fishing on
the Obion River below Troy anti
caught a catfish weighing 24 lb. and
a number of nice small ones.
I I Carl Rawls, salesman for L. S
'Dubois
Paducah was in town this
week.
! Dukedom friends vvish to take
t.his opportunity to congratulate.
!Mr. and Mrs. Basil Watkins on the
birth of their daughter. Doloi.
!Ann, at the Haws Clinic Sund:Q,
'night.
Mr. and Mrs. Browniow Brundire
are leaving Saturday for Detroit
for a visit with friends and 1121.'1.0;1PS. .

PALESTINE NEWS
Leslie Nugent left Sunday morning for Murphy, N. C.. after spend' ing the week end at home.
Mr• •and Mrs. Lon Brown and
'Mrs William McClanahan and Joan
i spent the week end in St. Louis.
iting relatives.
Ruth Browder spent Thursday
I night with Sara May Evans in Fulton and attended the ball game.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Edna
Earle Wallace and son, Jimmie. and
Mrs. Leslie Nugent visited Mrs.
Della Browder in Clinton Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Donolie %%ere
guests of Mr. and NTrs. Gus Brov.der Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Lula Bard returned home
Sunday after a week's visit with MI.
and Mrs. Roy Bard and family.
Ruth Browder and Harold and
Mac Pewitt attended a party Fri-

other "intangibles" are in the balance. Shelves are easily re-stocked;
not so these other factors.
After a series of "stock-takings."
with pardonable pride we announce
that, effective this week, all of the
some 4,500 full-time store clerks in
this area will share with fellow employees from coast to coa.st what we
believe is the first 5-DAY, 48-HOUR
WEEK in the history of the retail
food industry, labor contracts and
other local variables permitting.
To our employees in this decision
whose untiring efforts and efficiency
have made possible the position we
enjoy in the food industry. and to
hundreds of thousands of satisfied
customers whose cooperation we
respectively seek in making our new
vvork schedule a success. we take this
opportunity to reaffirm a few of the
cardinal principles upon which A&P
was founded 82 years ago by the late
George Huntington Hartford. father
of its present day owners.
The new %tort: :schedule is in line
%ith a long-standing policy of A&P
to give its employees the shortest
working hours and the highest wages
in the industry. It provides that
wages of all employees will he the
same as for the 52-hour week which
has been in effect for several months.
It was in the cracker-barrel period
a quarter-century ago that A&P
boldly defied tradition and broke with
the dawn-to-dusk hours of the grocery

Wage increases and added compensation during the last year,coupled
with a rece It shortening of working
how s, have given A&P employme the
best average wages and the shortest
general working boars in the industry
—dramatic evidence that through efficient operation it is possible to achieve
both low prices to consumers and
good working conditions for employees. Wages of full-time clerks in
the Central Western Division alone
have risen approximately 65 per cent
since 1934. at which time they exceeded
appreciably the average for retail
food store employees in all sections
of the conntr..

During the last decade, Atf:1) has
effected a considerable reduction in
working hours. inaugurated vacations with pay. provided free and additional group insurance. sick benefits,
half-clays off. hospitalization and compensation to employees joining the
nation's armed forces as well as many
and frequent increases in the vvage
sca le.

The A&I' management has always
been keenly conscious of its responsibility to its employees. many of
whom have devoted their working
lives to its interests.
The company will continue to maintain the same interest in its employees'
welfare it has always shown. Additional improve.,N;;as in working conditions and benefits will continue as
rapidly as increased efficiency
operation make them possible.

Stores Will Be Open Six Days A Week As Usual
But No Employee Will Work More Than Five

A&P FOOD STORES
CENTRAL WESTERN

DIVISION

flpqmnia.
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LOIM.E. MOON CIRCLE
MuCain and Min Lucille Morgan,
The Lulli.,. MO011 Circle of the all of Union City.
First Rapitst Church held its regular meeting Monday night lit the
PA'RSONALS
home of Mrs James Holt on Eddings
street. with Miss Aline& Drown,
•
•
J
Mts
Maim of Chicago Wall
assistant hostess.
A social vilifier ill Fulton Tuesday
chairman,
Walker,
Charles
Mrs.
ATTEND li()BERTS
, church In Union City v.ith th • Rev.
Mrs. Wilburn Holloway and Mrs.
dui:M . and conducted the business session
REUNION SUNDAY
'C. E. Autrey afficiattng
R C. Omar !spent Monday in Memmg which time Mr* Jemes
The attnual reuniun or the Rob- Mrs. A E. Branch were the se ly at•
nia sees elected second vice presi• phis.
erts faintly waa held Sunday at the tendants.
dent of the group. Mus Mignon
Miss Ruby Counce of Culvert
home of Mr. arid Mos. lirrnitin Roband
reletivers
of
group
A entail
Wright presented a yery interest- City, Ky .
spending this week
erta, near Union City. A barbecue Close frainds were present.
ing progrent on "Cooperation"
with her slater, Mrs. Thomas Allen,
dinner woe served at the noon huur.
After an extended wedding trip,
meeting
the
of
conclusion
At the
and Mr. Allen on Pearl street
4..rs :ea.:A.-Ali...I feature of the re- the ...pie will iii.ke
.
home in
a social hour was held and the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lawrence,
union was the presence of all ten Chicago, a here Mr Meyers is ems
cold
candy
and
hostesses served
Mrs Calla Latta and Mrs. C. A
children of the late J. J. Roberts. *Ye&
two
and
drinks to ten members
Wright left Thursday on ti trip to
Among those present were the
visitors. Miss Mary Neil Hawkins
!Washington, D. C., and Baltimore,
following from Fultnn: Mr and MRS. STRANGE HOSTESS
Mrs. J. B. Manley.
and
I Md.
Mrs. Jim Beb Roberts, Mr. and
Mre Howard Strange was hostess
Mrs Pete Roberts und daughters. to her weekly bridge club lied
Mrs. Chris Damian° and eon,
Martha Jane. Mary Frances, Ilar• Thursday night at her home on !JAMES FAMILY
'Chris, Jr., have returned from a
Duro Ann and Carolyn. Mr and Taylor street. Three tables of play- HAS REUNION
trip to Hot Springs. Ark.
Mrs. A. L Shuck and grandson, ers were present, including tine new
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Green of
A reunion of the James flintily
Johnnie Shurpe, and Mrs Joe Hall member, Misx Sarah Pickle, end was held Sunday at Edgewater Milburn, Ky., and Mrs. Martin Stevand daughter. Peggye
two visitors, Mrs. Harry Brady and Beach on Relfoot Lake Those pres• ens and son, Jimmie, of Mrosha.
. were dinner guests of Mr. and!
ent were: Mrs D. W. James of
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell.
James Mrs C. A. Floyd, Fairview Avenue,
W.
E.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Hickman,
games
the
of
conclusion
the
At
MR.
CLUB WMI
Mrs. Jesa Haynes held high score for and children, Billie and Nancy, of Monday.
AND MRS. WIGGINS
Mrs. John II
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Beck of New
fdr and Mrs. Frank Wigginis were the members and her prize was Hickman. Mr rind
Jean. of York City are visiting relatives in
hoxt and hostess to their semi- costume jewelry. Mrs. Brady, vis- King and daughter. Peggy
and Mrs. Fulton.
monthly bridge club Wednesday on itors' high, received a pair of vases. Ft Bragg, N. C . Mr
Mrs Arch Gore has returned
Mrs. Strange served a party plate. Joe Rogers of Hickman, Mrs. Helen
Maple Avenue. Mr. and Mrs. Robnight Eckhaute of Ft Bragg, N. C., Mr. from Northweet Minnesota, where
ert Burrow were visitors among the:The club will meet on Friday
Lake
of this week with Mrs. Hal Kiser on and Mrs Lon King and son of Hick- she spent the summer on
three tables of players.
man, Mrs. Cordla McCain. James Minnetonka.
Mrs. Gene Speight and Monroe Pearl street.
Luther were high scorers among!
the ladies and gentlemen, respec-1
tively. Nice prizes were awarded
to the winners.
Mrs. Wiggins served sandwiches,
ice cream and cake. Mr. and Mrs.
James Werren will entertain the
club next at their home on Fourth
reet.

GINE

SATURDAY SPECIALS!

JUST

JOU

Wine Cantu', $1.00 size
Muck Draught
Quinn's Nervine, 50c size
Gold Medal Chill Tonic
Nash 'Conic 39c and 79c Pills

.79c
19c
39c
VOI ll"11E

39c and 79c
19c

YMBC

194. and 33c
Green Mountain Cough Syrup
Squibbs or Nyseptol Tooth Paste, for Price of 1
Large New Stock of High Grade Hot Water
_69c
Bottles or Syringes
I
I/
Price
Colored Glasses
Corn Plasters or End of Corn Salve, 25e size 9c
Many! Many!Other Specials

Gordon's Owl Drug Store

re you considering j ining a

MRS. CLANTON
MEACHAM HOSTESS
Mrs. Clanton Meacham entertained her contract bridge club Tuesday
afternoon at her home on West
State Line. being hostess to seven
members and one visitor, Mrs. Guy
Gingles.
Holding high score for We afternoon v.as Mrs. Abe Jolley and she
received a lovely prize.
Light refreshments were served.
The club will meet in two weeks
with Mrs Martin Nall on Third
street
ANNTE ARMSTRONG CIRCLE
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
'the Baptist W. M. U. held its Week
of Prayer program Monday night in
the home of Mrs. John Reeks on
Oak street, v:hen d delicious pot- ,
luck supper v.-as enjoy-ed.
Mrs. Clifford Hall, president, call-1
ed the meeting to order at 6:30
o'clock and the regular business
session was held. Sixteen members
and two visitors were present. Visitors were Mrs. E. A. Autrey and
Mrs. Earl Taylor.
Mrs. Otis Bizzle conducted the,
devotional. Mrs. Hall then appointed a committee to elect officers
for the coming year, composed of
Miss Myra Scearce, chairman, Mrs.,
John Allred and Miss Sara Linton.!
Following the business session .
'the supper was served and the meet- !
mg was turned over to Mrs. Clifton
Hamlett who vslis in charge of the
Week of Prayer program. The subject for the program was "Winning
Kentucky for Christ." Mrs. Taylor!
gave the devotional on "Prayer"!
and the entire group sang "Sweet !
Hour of Prayer." Mrs. Autrey was!
then presented in a beautiful vocal!
solo, "Don't Forget to Pray."
Mrs. Hamlett led the closing
pray cr.
WOMEN'S CLUB WILL
1HOLD BOARD MEETING
The _Kentucky Federation of We-,
Ynen's Clubs vtill hold its regular
fall meeting of the Board of Directors at the Brown Hotel in Louisville on Wednesday. September 24.1
-The sixth annual Stewart's Day!
will be September 25. when the
Kentucky Federation of Women's'
Clubs will take over for the day the
Stewart's Dry Goods Company- in
'Louisville for the benefit of the'
!'''Kentucky Club Woman," official
state rnagazine.
Plans have been made for many
interesting features such as a table
setting contest, a style show, artificial flower arrangement contest !
and a menu contest. The last ,
named is open to all women ef the
etate, v.hether a member of tho
club or not.
Entries may he sent to Mrs. Roy
C. Evens, Mayfield. or to Mrs. F. H.
Linkenberg. 118 North Longworth,
Louisville.
MEYERS-CARLTON
Mr. and Mrs. W. R Carlton of
Hickman announce the marriage of
their daughter. Miss Tommye Carlton Lumm. and Frederick G. Meyers
of Chicago, Ill., and Cedarburg.
Wis. son cif Mr. and Mrs F. G.
Meyer of Cedarburg The ceremony
was solemnized at nine o'clock Saturday morning at the First Baptist

MILITARY SERVICE?
My not choose the NAVAL RESERVE!

Court I

The Ser
court in Ft
in Hickm.
September
moved her
week and

"All men now enlisting in the Naval Reserve will be retained on

active Navy duty throughout the period of the national emergency,
but they will be released to inactive duty as soon after the emergency as their services can be spared, regardless of the length of

September

time remaining in their enlistment."

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
/

THAT THOUSANDS OF MEN
HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR
Here is your opportunity to have all the advantages and privileges of Navy life but with
a shorter enlistment.
Many men do not realize—but it is a fact —

that your pay, your training, and your chances
for advancement in the Naval Reserve are
exactly the same as in the Navy itself.
FREE TRAINING WORTH $1500
Take your own case. Let's assume that you
have had no special training. In that case here
is your opportunity to learn one of the Navy's
45 big-pay trades, from aviatien engineering
to radio. You may receive training worth
$1500 the first year alone. In addition you get
all the advantages listed in the second coltunn
of this announcement.
HIGHER PAY OPPORTUNITIES
But perhaps you have had special training or
know a trade. In that case the Naval Reserve
offers you the opportunity to use your knowledge. If you qualify (high school or college

r. aecessary), you car_ join as a petty offic9r
right away— with higher pay and allowances.
Also,if you have two or more yearsofcollege
credits, there are special opportuniticn to become Naval aviator or a commissioned officer.

In any case, it is your chance of a lifetime
to lead a healthy, exciting life ...your chance
to travel... and at the same time build a solid
foundation for your future. There is nothing
better tfi,n modern Navy Training for a successful career in civil life.

LOOK WHAT THE U. S.
NAVAL RESERVE OFFERS YOU

Get this FREE booklet

trades
FREE TRAINING worth $ I 500 Nearly
and vocations to choose from.
GOOD PAY with regular increaaes. You nuty
...MT up bi $126 a month.
EACH YEAR you are entitled to a generous
vacation twriod, with full pay.
GOOD FOOD and plenty of it.
FREE CLOTHING. A complete outfit of clothing w hi n you first enlist. (Over $100 worth.)
FREE MEDICAL CARE,including regular dental at tent ion.
FINEST SPORTS and entertairunent any man
could ask for.
TRAVEL, ADVENTURE, THRILLS —You can't
beat the Navy for them!
BECOME AN OFFICER. Many can work for
an appointment to the Naval Academy or
the Anruipolis of the Air at Pensacola.
FUTURE SUCCESS. It);easy for Navy traine.1
men to get good-paying jut. in civil life.

* SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
* BUILD YOUR FUTURE
* GET IN THE NAVY NOW

4
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AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
by the Secretary of the Navy

HERE IS THE OPPORTUNITY
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Mail coupon for your free copy
of "Life in the U. S. Navy."
24 pages,fully illustrated. It an'mere all your qutetions. Tells
what your pay will be... promotions and vacatitirsi you can
expect...how you can retire on
a life income. Demerits. how you
can lenrn any one of 45 big-pay
track.from aviation t.• radio...
how you may beel.me an officer.
27 scenes from Navy life showing sporta and games you
may play, ships you may be Resigned to, exciting ports
you rimy visit. Tells enlistment requirements and where
to apply. If you are between 17 and 31 (no high 'school
required!, get this free b..ik now. No obligation. Ask
the Navy editor of this paper for a copy. Or telephone
him. Or mail him the coupon. l'ou (-an paste it on a
penny postal card.
WEAR THIS BADGE OF HONOR! If nfter
reading the free booklet you decide to
apply for a place in the Nil, y, you will
receive this smart lapel-emblem. It is a
badge of honor you will tw proud to wear.

Tear out and take or send this coupon
to the Navy Editor of this newspaper

Li
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